
Home living is more than an end in itself: nothing reflects your personal signature, taste, 
style and attitude as much as your own four walls. Those who get to design a brand new 
house just as they want are lucky. Like a family in the Zurich area in Switzerland, which 
was able to perfectly implement its concept with the support of the capable architects and 
craftsmen from the joinery firm, Abu Bernet Schreinerei AG. From the wine cellar to the 
wardrobe, from the TV corner to the library, a clear colour and design concept, which is 
unrivalled in its elegance, runs through the house.

Metallic Shimmer
"We worked closely with the clients and architects to develop a colour concept," outlines 
Fabian Bertolo from the joinery firm based in Uznach. "Perlmausgrau" [Pearl mouse grey] 
is the key word: most of the vertical surfaces, from the wardrobe doors to the drawer 
fronts and dampers, are painted in this extraordinary, shimmering colour (RAL 7048). 
"This colour contains iron pigments – for the surface to turn out regular in spite of this was 
a major challenge. Thanks to optimal support from ADLER, we achieved a perfect result," 
praises Bertolo. Designed with ADLER Pigmopur in this special colour and painted with a 
protective coat of ADLER Pigmotop G30, the surfaces now withstand any stresses.

Perfectly Matched
ADLER closely assisted Abu Bernet Schreinerei altogether when it came to sampling and 
implementing the colour concept. "We matched the oak surfaces in the wine cellar and in 
the dressing area with the floor," outlines Fabian Bertolo. This was managed with the 
wood stain Arova Aqua Colora in a specially sampled colour. The surfaces were coated 
with ADLER Isopur G10 available in Switzerland. Where the oak needed to be shown off 
in a dark shade – for instance at a seating niche in the wardrobe area or all around the 
television recessed flush in the wall, the wood stain ADLER Positiv Plus and the 
varnish ADLER Legnopur G30 were used.
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Attractive Contrast
One particular jewel in the crown is the library: here the shelves, painted in a rich deep 
black [Tiefschwarz] (ADLER Pigmopur NSC S9000N and ADLER Pimotop G30), create 
an attractive contrast to the metallic green fronts.

The whole arrangement is a prime example of the high quality interior design work to 
which Abu Bernet Schreinerei – alongside shopfitting – has dedicated itself. "We design 
space" is, not without reason, the motto of the Swiss company: everyone comes alive in a 
space designed like this!
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